
Million Dollar Rap Competition
"The Million Dollar Hip Hop Challenge",a
book by rap legends Kool Rock of the Fat
Boys and Sean XLG proposes a  skills
competition to determine the g.o.a.t. 

FORT WASHINGTON, MARYLAND,
UNITED STATES, July 8, 2014
/EINPresswire.com/ -- When it comes to
the question who is the greatest rapper
of all time, the response is overwhelming.
Over the years every major media outlet
has weighed in on the topic from MTV to
VH1, along with thousands of fans.
Amazingly, there is no general
consensus as to who is number one but
we've seen a number of artists
mentioned from Eminem and Jay Z to
Tupac and Biggie.  Now rap legends Kool
Rock of the Fat Boys and Sean XLG go
beyond creating a list and propose an
actual skills competition to determine
who the greatest rapper of all time is with
a million dollar prize going to the winner.
The competition is designed to measure
overall skills including lyrics, songwriting
and battle rhymes to live performances.
The competition is introduced in the new
book “The Million Dollar Hip Hop
Challenge, A Battle for Rhyme
Supremacy: Who Is Really the Greatest
Rapper of All Time?” by Damon “Kool
Rock” Wimbley of the Fat Boys and Sean
XLG Mitchell and invites all the top rap
acts over the last 20 plus years to
participate from Jay Z, Lil Wayne,

Eminem, Kanye and Rick Ross to DMX, Nas, Rakim, Black Thought, 50 Cent, Ice Cube and Big
Daddy Kane.    
Kool Rock explains “the majority of the lists we've seen of the so-called greatest are bogus and only a
few warrant any legitimate respect.  For the most part, if you weren't into hip hop from the beginning
you will absolutely not understand how to compile a real list.  If you really want to know who’s the best
let’s have a skills competition and find out.”  
The book outlines and details the competition and provides a categorical system to rate emcees.
Additionally, the book details how skills are measured and creatively demonstrate an array of elite
rhymes as the basis of the competition.  A million dollars is on the line and winner takes all along with

http://www.einpresswire.com


the title of g.o.a.t.  Rappers such as
Biggie, Tupac, Heavy D and others who
are unable to participate can be
represented by their material
posthumously.   
About The Authors: 
Damon “Kool Rock” Wimbley is a
member of the multi-platinum rap group
the Fat Boys, the first rap act featured in
a major motion film “Disorderlies” and co-
headlined the first major hip hop tour the
Fresh Fest.   Sean XLG is the first rapper
to win a national music competition,
creator of Adult Contemporary Rap and
author of “Hip Hop Hooray: Celebrating
30 Years of Rap Music”.
“The Million Dollar Hip Hop Challenge, A
Battle for Rhyme Supremacy: Who Is
Really the Greatest Rapper of All Time?”
is available on amazon.com 
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